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On 24 August 2016 a Mw 6.0 earthquake marked the beginning of a severe seismic sequence that 
struck Central Italy. This shock was followed by a Mw 5.9 on 26 October, by a Mw 6.5 on 30 
October, by two Mw 5.4 aftershocks and by over 60,000 smaller shocks.
Based on the widespread occurrence of surface breaks along the foothills of the Mt. Vettore-Mt. 
Bove massif, the majority of workers agreed that this sequence was caused by a widely-
recognized system of Quaternary normal faults crossing the region, namely the Monti della Laga - 
Monte Vettore fault system. Geological, seismological and geodetic analyses, however, suggest 
that the seismogenic ruptures at depth involved structures not directly related to these Quaternary 
normal faults. 

In this study we use surface and subsurface geological data, coupled with distributions of relocated seismicity and InSAR evidence of coseismici ground displacement, to suggest that the 2016 
earthquake sequence was caused by the reactivation at depth of tectonic structures inherited from older tectonic phases, possibly combined with sympathetic slip along shallow ruptures.

In particular we maintain that an inherited thrust fault is the most likely source of the 30 October, M  6.5 earthquake, the largest of the sequence. We also propose that the sequence involved w

slip along a normal fault partially located in the footwall of such thrust, and that this was the source of the 24 August, M  6.0 event. This latter fault partially reactivated the thrust in an extensional w

sense. The 26 October, M  5.9 event was caused by the extensional reactivation of an more northern portion of the same thrust; together with the 24 August earthquake this event triggered the w

reactivation of the whole thrust with extensional kinematics, ultimately leading to the M  6.5 shock.w

The 2016 sequence illuminates several aspects of the seismotectonics of the Central Apennines, casting doubts on a number of hypotheses that were put forward based on observations of 
exposed brittle structures exclusively. It also shows the key role of reactivated inherited structures as potential sources for large earthquakes, in addition to the activation of younger extensional 
fault systems. 

GEOLOGY - STEP 1

SEISMOLOGY AND GEODESY - STEP 2

WORKFLOW

INTRODUCTION

    Admissible (preliminary) geological model. The model is based on 2D geological sections 
derived from surface (geological maps) and sub-surface data (seismic reflection data). The 
reconstructed tectonic structures must be coherent with the deformation history of the region. At 
this stage the model is devised, but deliberately not tested. The thickness of the reconstructed 
crustal volume depends on the complexity of the geological setting of the region and on the quality 
- or merely on the availability - of seismic reflection data. We remark that the derived geological 
model is totally independent from the occurence of the 2016 earthquakes (i.e. it could have been 
obtained prior to 24 August 2016). 

      Hypocentral location of mainshocks and aftershocks. These data allow us to propose a 
tentative location and geometry of the seismogenic sources (e.g. strike and dip). Aftershock 
distributions allow us to locate (a) the main seismogenic sources, i.e. the crustal volumes that 
experienced the largest slip during the mainshock (based on a few well aligned aftershocks and on 
on-fault seismicity), (b) the tips of the main faults and (c) any activated secondary structures 
(based on scattered aftershocks and off-fault seismicity). The accuracy of this reconstruction 
depends on the quality of the available seismological analyses, e.g. on the accuracy of the velocty 
model and on the robustness of the location techniques (Hypo DD etc.). 
        Focal mechanisms. The choice of the rupture plane is not straightforward and should be 
made based on independent data, such as seismicity distributions, and on geological constraints. 
Once the rupture plane is defined, the moment tensor solution allows us to determine its strike, dip 
and rake. 
          InSAR interferometry. These highly robust dataset supply crucial preliminary information on 
the extent, depth, strike and dip of coseismic and early post-seismic ruptures. Subsequent formal 
inversion of these data will allow us to analyze how coseismic slip is distributed along the fault 
surface constrained by InSAR itself and other techniques 
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ENEFigure 1. Simplified tectonic map of the area struck by the  2016, Amatrice-Norcia-

Visso earthquake sequence. Red stars indicate the largest earthquakes. White 
lines indicate the trace of the cross-sections used to image the sequence and the 
geological structures at depth. Red lines represent the surface ruptures mapped  
after the mainshocks (from Emergeo Working Group, 2016).

Figure 2. Quasi up-down (left) and east-west (right) components of the surface 
displacement detected by InSAR in the interval 26-30 October 2016. Analysis by 
GSI using ALOS-2 raw data from JAXA (http://www.gsi.go.jp/cais/topic161108-
index-e.html), showing cumulative displacement associated with the 26 and 30 
October mainshocks (M  5.9 and 6.5, respectively). w

SEISMOGENIC SOURCES (MAP VIEW)

Figure 4. Geological section crossing the area of the 2016 sequence. As mentioned 
in the workflow description, we assume all these cross-sections as “admissible” 
geological models. CS#1, CS#2 and CS#3 are based on the geological map from 
Pierantoni et al. (2013). CS#4 is partially based on seismic reflection data publicy 
a v a i l a b l e  a t  t h e  V I D E P I  d a t a b a s e  
(http://unmig.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/videpi/en/). 

Figure 5. Geological cross-sections with mainshocks and aftershocks. Each panel 
shows aftershocks falling within a 2.5 km range from the section plane (updated as of 
15 December 2016; data from Chiaraluce et al., 2017). Thick, red lines mark the main 
seismogenic fault zones. Focal mechanisms: all solutions indicate a NNW-SSE-
striking fault with almost pure extensional kinematics for all three main events. 
Assuming the SW-dipping plane as the true rupture plane implies that its dip falls in the 
range 35° to 55°. 

Figure 6. Modeling of CS#1: merging geological (Step 1) and seismological/geodetic data (Step 
2). The upper panel shows the proposed model that has been tested using the restoration shown 
in the lower panel. The model has been restored to the Lower Miocene, before the involvement of 
the area in the contractional phase; thick, black lines mark the location of future thrust faults. The 
stratigraphic sketch used to reconstruct all the geological section (from Scisciani, 2009) is shown 
on the left of the upper panel. We restored only this cross-section because its trace is 
perpendicular to the strike of both contractional and extensional structures. We then used the 
derived tectonic model to reconstruct the deeper part of all the cross-sections shown in the right 
column (see final cross-sections). The restored sketch shows clearly that the structures are the 
result of positive inversion tectonics of a complex extensional sedimentary basin. For the 2016 
sequence we suggest a negative reactivation of the contractional structures, in particular of the 
thrust ramps, oriented “perpendicular – or close to perpendicular – to the current maximum 
extensional stress axis.”

Figure 8. Final cross-sections obtained by integrating shallow geological cross-
sections, aftershock distributions, focal mechanisms, and InSAR displacement maps. 
The upper panel shows the cross-section tested through balancing and restoration 
that was used to guide the deeper framework also of the other cross-sections. Figure 3. Simplified elastic dislocation models generated by slip along planar 

normal faults having variable dips. Notice that the uplift lobes located on both 
sides of the main subsidence set strong constraints for the dip of the activated 
faults.
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Figure 7. Simplified tectonic sketch of the area hit by the Amatrice earthquake sequence and 
location of the main seismogenic areas. The green area represents the seismogenic zone that 
ruptured partially on 24 August (southern rupture; see Bonini et al., 2016 for a discussion on this 
topic). The yellow zone represents the seismogenic area encompassing (a) the northern portion 
of the 24 August mainshock (M 6.0), (b) the 26 October event (Mw 5.9), and (c) the 30 October w 

event (M  6.5). Red areas show the zones that experienced the largest slip during the main w

events. 
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Table 1. C .ollection of the main focal mechanism solutions available for the three major events
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        A valid model. The final model is based on the integration of various sources of data. In our 
case we use 1) aftershock distributions to image the main fault segments and constrain their dip; 
2) focal mechanisms of the main events to validate the dip of the activated faults and compare it 
with the dip obtained from aftershock distributions; 3) InSAR data to check if the dip angles 
inferred from previous steps are coherent with the deformation detected at the topographic 
surface. Introducing the fault plane inferred from seismological and geodedic data into the 
geological cross-sections allows a first comprehensive model to be devised.
The next step is the testing of this model. There exist numerous techniques and rules to test 
geological models (see Bond, 2015, for a summary), balancing and restoration being the most 
widely used. Such operations do not necessarily imply that the model is “true”, nevertheless the 
extent of uncertainty is reduced if these techniques are applied and the proposed interpretation 
can be considered reliable. 

26/10/2016; Mw 5.9

Date Depth (km) Mw Mw_Mec StrikeA DipA RakeA StrikeB DipB RakeB Source

24/08/2016 8,1 6 6,2 145 38 -101 339 52 -82 GlobalCMT Project

24/08/2016 8,1 6 5,96 155 49 -87 331 41 -93 INGV

24/08/2016 8,1 6 6,2 140 46 -106 342 46 -74 European-Mediterranean RCMT Catalog

24/08/2016 8,1 6 5,97 155 50 -85 327 40 -96 Saint Louis University Earthquake Center

26/10/2016 7,5 5,9 6,1 152 35 -94 336 56 -87 GlobalCMT Project

26/10/2016 7,5 5,9 5,85 159 47 -93 344 43 -87 INGV

26/10/2016 7,5 5,9 6,1 346 44 -73 143 49 -105 European-Mediterranean RCMT Catalog

26/10/2016 7,5 5,9 5,87 162 45 -85 335 45 -95 Saint Louis University Earthquake Center

30/10/2016 9,2 6,5 6,6 154 37 -96 342 53 -85 GlobalCMT Project

30/10/2016 9,2 6,5 6,5 151 47 -89 330 43 -91 INGV

30/10/2016 9,2 6,5 6,6 155 37 -98 345 53 -84 European-Mediterranean RCMT Catalog

30/10/2016 9,2 6,5 6,33 150 55 -90 330 35 -90 Saint Louis University Earthquake Center

Method Website

CMT algorithm incorporating intermediate-period surface waves http://www.globalcmt.org/

Time Domain Moment Tensor (waveform inversion) http://cnt.rm.ingv.it/event/7073641/?tab=MeccanismoFocale#TDMTinfo

CMT modified algorithm (modelling intermediate-period surface waves) http://www.bo.ingv.it/RCMT/

Broadband waveform inversion of ground velocities in the 0.02–0.10 Hz frequency band http://www.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqc_mt/MECH.IT/#YEAR2016

CMT algorithm incorporating intermediate-period surface waves http://www.globalcmt.org/

Time Domain Moment Tensor (waveform inversion) http://cnt.rm.ingv.it/event/8669321/?tab=MeccanismoFocale#TDMTinfo

CMT modified algorithm (modelling intermediate-period surface waves) http://www.bo.ingv.it/RCMT/

Broadband waveform inversion of ground velocities in the 0.02–0.10 Hz frequency band http://www.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqc_mt/MECH.IT/#YEAR2016

CMT algorithm incorporating intermediate-period surface waves http://www.globalcmt.org/

Time Domain Moment Tensor (waveform inversion) http://cnt.rm.ingv.it/event/8863681/?tab=MeccanismoFocale#TDMTinfo

CMT modified algorithm (modelling intermediate-period surface waves) http://www.bo.ingv.it/RCMT/

Broadband waveform inversion of ground velocities in the 0.02–0.10 Hz frequency band http://www.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqc_mt/MECH.IT/#YEAR2016


